LANCASTER MILITARY HERITAGE GROUP
President: Brigadier Peter Rafferty MBE DL

War in Europe is a High Risk Strategy
Editor’s Introduction
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Nato is only as strong as America’s commitment to upholding its integrity. But Ukraine is not in Nato,
and no member state is yet suggesting that direct military action should be undertaken against Russia to
halt the invasion. To do so would risk a wider war that could end in disaster for the entire continent.
A good deal of bellicose rhetoric is being deployed on Ukraine’s behalf by people who have no intention
of coming to its aid militarily. If the Ukrainians are looking for the cavalry to come over the hill, they will
look in vain unless a major miscalculation is made. More than 30 countries abstained in the UN motion
to censure Russia and the world is very divided on action to control this outright aggression.
When Boris Johnson was challenged, while on a visit to Estonia, over why the UK and other powers
would not implement a no-ﬂy zone over Ukraine, he rightly said that it would draw Nato into a war with
Russia with consequences that no one could predict. He repeated that position in the Commons
watched by Ukraine’s ambassador to London, as some MPs appeared to urge the Government to go
further and commit to direct combat involvement in the conﬂict.
This would play to Putin’s long-rehearsed narrative at home that Russia is threatened by the West,
through the Nato membership of former Warsaw Pact countries such as Poland and Hungary. The
Russian people, faced with Nato attacks on their own forces, would rally behind their leader and their
country. It would be a calamitous blunder at a time when western sanctions are causing hardship to
ordinary Russians who may begin asking why their President has embarked on such an aggressive
military adventure to no obvious purpose. Sadly missing in action is a meaningful UN response!
The Russian media continues to pump out false accounts of the war, but sooner or later the truth will
permeate through to the populace as the economic screw is tightened. One thing that Putin might not
see coming is a backlash in his own land, particularly now the Ukraine Army is gaining ground.
The Executive, after meeting for many years in the Liberal Club, have now settled on the Lansil Club for
future meetings. Our first talk there, by Martin Alexander, got us of to a fine start with 27 members in
attendance. His review of Montgomery’ Desert War was well received and is summarised for those who
couldn’t make it on page 12. But we begin on pages 2-5 with an in depth look at the situation in and
around the Ukraine conflict. Two recently passed and active founder members are then remembered
fondly, also on page 5.
Col Chris Owen has kindly brought us up to date with recent develoments of the Duke of Lancaster’s
Regiment as recent structural changes take place in the Army, followed by a brief piece introducing the
new CGS. Adrian Legge has given us a similar update on HMS Lancaster which is complemented by a
brief update on ship and air activity in eastern skies and seas.
Harry Fecitt has produced a book on the Kings African Rifles which is introduced on pages 8/9 and is
followed by part two of Peter Dew’s look at the Dam’s raid by 617 Squadron.
Your editor is on the move between the production of this newsletter and the next one in July. We’ll do
our best to provide an uninterrupted supply and both mobile and email address will continue in use.
The next British Legion coffee mornings for veterans, in Morecambe Football Club, will be on 27th Apr,
25th May and, 22nd Jun in the Local Choice Suite at Mazuma Stadium. All LMHG members are invited.

Spring/summer Events

Venue for LMHG meetings : Lansil Club on Caton Road

Confirmation of events will be emailed, but put the dates in your diary: If in doubt, contact either
mike.irvine@talk21.com or call 07876710565 for information
Sat 23rd April - The annual ANZAC Day service organised by the RBL will be held at Torrisholme
Cemetery, Westgate, Morecambe at 12 noon.
Wed 11th May – AGM - plus Brian Jefferson talking on ‘Operation Black Buck’ on the 40th Anniversary
Free buffet but please inform the Treasurer if planning to attend to ensure catering.
Thur 26th May - The CWD at Lancaster University will co-host ‘The Falklands War at 40: Voices of the
Conflict’, 15.30-17.00, at the Management School, Lecture Theatre 17 – more detail on back page
Sun 26th June – ARMED FORCES DAY in Morecambe; 1100 parade (meet early!) at the old Pier
forecourt, opposite Queen Street. There will be a chance to meet up afterwards at the Platform,
where food and drink will be available.

Putin’s war – A Global Catastrophe
Putin’s war against Ukraine is a watershed moment in European and world history. No doubt remains about his
ultimate political goals: regime change (what he calls “denazification”), demilitarisation, Ukrainian neutrality, and the
recognition of Crimea and the Donbas as Russian sattelite states, if not the whole of Ukraine.
The Russian military attack appears to have gone astray in the early weeks of the ‘Special Operation’, or invasion as we
in the west see it. Achieving a victory is no longer possible with the
Ukrainian armed forces and rapidly assembled civilian militia having
fared much better than expected. The government in Kyiv has remained
resilient and able to act through the exceptional leadership of
Volodymyr Zelenskyy. In parallel the United States and the European
Union quickly introduced sanctions which appear to be hitting the
Russian economy hard, but also impacting economies in the west
through rising inflation.
Even though it is impossible to predict the precise political outcomes of
this conflict, sketching out some possible scenarios might still help to gain clarity about policy options and risks. Any
diplomatic solution requires Putin to back down from his maximalist goals. He would need to settle for some form of
Ukrainian neutrality and accept that he cannot control the country beyond the Donbas region.
Two teams of negotiators from Ukraine and Russia have met in Belarusand after an initial five hours of talks the two
sides reportedly found “certain points where we can predict common positions”. The advisor to the Head of Office of
the Ukrainian President, Mykhailo Podolyak, complained, however, that the Russian side remained “still extremely
biased regarding the destructive processes it launched”. Further rounds of talks continue, currently in Turkey, but
seemingly do not shift the Russian position.
The fact that talks happen at all is encouraging but we can’t relax yet. Now that the West has unleashed heavy
economic sanctions on Russia, Putin might calculate that he has nothing to gain from any diplomatic solution short of
Ukrainian surrender. On the other hand, the Ukrainian government might be willing to accept some of Putin’s
demands in order to prevent further bloodshed and military defeat. But it will also need to ensure its own political –
not only physical – survival. Kyiv has already made clear that it expects Russian troops to withdraw and Moscow to
offer hard security guarantees. The absolute lack of trust between the parties makes this scenario hard to imagine at
the moment, although the recent move to propose a neutrality agreement may indicate positive progress.
The Russian armed forces have made many mistakes in this campaign. They have acted on unreasonable timelines and
misleading assumptions about the level of Ukrainian strength and resistance. The attempt to reach Kyiv quickly and to
remove the political leadership has failed. But as military analysts
point out, many of the available Russian units were delayed or
malfunctioned, nor has Moscow made use of its full inventory of
tactical combat aircraft or gained air superiority. Russia did not
initially pursue a strategy of massive destruction, but the levelling of
Mariupol to secure the coastal strip in the south suggests a deep
frustration for Russian planners.
Ukraine was judged inferior from a military perspective. Western
weapon deliveries are now changing this situation. Capturing Kyiv and achieving regime change in Ukraine now seems
an unlikely outcome with little prospect of winning the hearts and minds of the local population. It will require heavy
fighting in urban areas, killing thousands of civilians and accepting heavy casualties in the process. The destruction of
Ukrainian statehood would cement Putin’s pariah status and Russia’s international isolation. At the same time,
political control over Ukraine would face permanent insurgency warfare and civilian resistance, thereby increasing the
costs for Russia. We are now hearing Russia may focus on the Donbas easing the pressure on Kyiv.
Over the last month with the high casualty figures experienced there is a possibility of domestic turmoil in Russia, but
in the nearby ex-Soviet states there is “a vast zone of destabilisation and insecurity”. States in the neighbourhood
perceive Russian political control over Ukraine as illegitimate
and as a national threat that they want to neutralise if
possible. The very idea has already stiffened NATO resolve and
encourged neighbouring states to lean towards the pact.
Russia’s attempt to undermine Western unity on sanctions and
other measures by amplifying domestic divisions and by
weakening the Transatlantic link between Europe and the
United States has back-fired badly and has resulted in a state of
heightened sensitivity between Russia and the West, including
limitations on transnational activities such as travel and sporting
events.
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A third scenario is feasible but currently unlikely. Faced with a growing number of casualties and crippling Western
sanctions, members of Putin’s inner circle might come to realise that the war cannot be won at reasonable costs. A
palace coup could remove Putin from power. New Russian leaders might then negotiate a truce and prepare an
orderly retreat. This outcome would shake up Russian domestic politics, because Putin currently fulfils the role of an
arbiter between different elite factions. Nonetheless, the prospect of regime change seems to have become the new
mantra among some Western observers although there is little to suggest this is imminent despite Biden’s comments.
Over the past 60
years there have
been
two
attempted intraelite coups. In
October
1964
Soviet
General
Secretary Nikita
Khrushchev was
ousted.
His
defeat followed
poor
political
judgment in the
Cuban
missile
crisis two years
before.
The
plotters in the
Communist party
initially tolerated
Khrushchev’s conduct but then pushed him out to ensure their own political survival. His successor, Leonid Brezhnev,
would rule for 18 years until his death. The coup attempt by communist hardliners against Mikhail Gorbachev in
August 1991, however, failed to remove him from power due to a lack of decisiveness and public support. Still, it put
the nail in the coffin of the Soviet Union. The situation in Russia today is somewhat different, however. Over his more
than 20 years in power, Putin has eliminated all serious opponents.
Besides the Presidency, there are no meaningful political institutions either. No counter elite or prepared opposition
party is waiting in the background to take over. Any alternative to Putin could only come from his inner circle.
Potential candidates include Minister of Defense Sergey Shoigu and the Secretary of the Security Council, Nikolay
Patrushev. Both share Putin’s worldview but might come to realise that restraining Russia’s ambitions in Ukraine is
indispensable to maintain power.
The previous scenarios are depressing enough, but there is a fourth one that is even worse: nuclear escalation. Putin
has already used nuclear signalling for escalation management in this crisis. When he declared war on Ukraine Putin
warned the West not to interfere, because “Russia’s response […] will lead you to such consequences that you have
never encountered in your history”. He also put Russian nuclear forces into a higher state of alert.
It is not exactly clear what this “special mode of combat duty of the deterrence forces” means in practice, but the
announcement itself is meant to intimidate and change Western threat perceptions. It goes without saying that any
actual use of nuclear weapons would be disastrous beyond description, causing multi-million casualties.

Members Commentary
1. A former British Army TA colonel who deployed to Iraq and Afghan when things there were extremely "warm" -Some time after Germany was reunified, a policy which Mrs T strongly resisted, I was on a NATO course in Germany
and chatted with a former East German officer, now in the Bundeswehr. I asked him if he would have crossed the start
line if the Soviets had told him to: “Of course, but wewould have run out of fuel before we got toOstend”.
2. "My friend in Moscow says people there are shocked and worried. According to today's NY Times, Russians
thought they had a cool, calculating realpolitik leader who was skilled at navigating risks. This has upended that.
I remember well when Putin seized Crimea in mid-January 2014. I thought at the time, he'd stage a false flag
operation, roll into Kyiv, and reinstall Yanukovych. He didn't do it. Instead, he just supported rebels in the Donbas,
thinking they would destabilize the country. But it didn't happen. He miscalculated.
Now Putin's miscalculated again. He probably could have done it in 2014, but he's eight years too late. After the
Revolution of Dignity, Ukraine has had eight years of democracy, stability, and prosperity. There's a real sense of
Ukrainian identity and nationalism. Putin can seize Kyiv and depose Zelenskyy, but he can't hold it except by force.
He'll have a guerrilla war (on his hands).
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3.

Nato is only as strong as America’s commitment to upholding its integrity. But Ukraine is not in Nato, and no
member state is suggesting that direct military action should be undertaken against Russia to halt the invasion. To
do so would be to start a wider war that could end in disaster for the entire continent.
A good deal of bellicose rhetoric is being deployed on Ukraine’s behalf by people who have no intention of coming to
its aid militarily. If the Ukrainians are looking for the cavalry to come over the hill, they will look in vain unless a major
miscalculation is made.
Boris Johnson has consistently stated the UK and other powers would not implement a no-ﬂy zone over Ukraine, he
rightly said that it would draw Nato into a war with Russia with consequences that no one could predict.
He repeated that position in the Commons watched by Ukraine’s ambassador to London, as some MPs appeared to
urge the Government to go further and commit to direct combat involvement in the conﬂict. This would play to Putin’s
long-rehearsed narrative at home that Russia is threatened by the West. The Russian people, faced with Nato attacks
on their own forces, would rally behind their leader and their country. It would be a calamitous blunder at a time
when economic sanctions are causing hardship to ordinary Russians who will soon be asking why their president has
embarked on such an ill-judged and aggressive military adventure to no obvious purpose.

UK Government Response to the Crisis
Leo Docherty MP, Minister for Defence People and Veterans Cabinet Office has written to Service Units and Veteran’s
Organisations to show support for Ukraine. With our international allies, he is totally focused on the response to
Russia’s recent invasion of Ukraine and states “we fully understand the strength of feeling to support the Ukrainian
people following the Russian invasion – because this is about freedom and democracy in Europe”
With our allies, the Government is providing a range of support to Ukraine, including to enhance Ukraine’s defence
capability and to provide financial and humanitarian assistance. The UK has been the leading European supporter of
Ukraine’s sovereignty. Since 2015, British troops have trained more than 20,000 members of the Ukrainian armed
forces through Operation Orbital. Challenger 2 tanks, armoured vehicles and 800 additional troops are now in Estonia.
RAF Typhoon fighter jets have already conducted their first air policing missions across the region, with an additional
four aircraft now based at RAF Akrotiri in Cyprus. This support is necessarily defensive in nature. We have also put
more than 1,000 more British troops at readiness to support a humanitarian response in the UK.
Over the past few days, there have been a number of media reports of members of our veteran community aspiring to
travel to the Ukraine to fight. Weare asked to assist in diverting and dissuading any travel attempts that come to our
attention. The UK Government’s position remains that travelling to Ukraine to fight, or to assist others engaged in the
conflict, may amount to offences against UK legislation and could lead to prosecution.
Serving Personnel are particularly reminded that as members of the British Armed Forces, regular or reserve, they are
not authorised to travel to Ukraine to support the ongoing conflict against Russia in any form, whether on leave or not.
● Details on Op Courage and the NHS support available for veterans in England can be found here:
https://www.nhs.uk/nhs-services/armed-forces-and-veterans-healthcare/veterans-nhsmental-health-services/

China and Russia – the Red Bloc
US officials fear China has decided to provide Russia with economic and financial support during its war in Ukraine and
is contemplating sending military supplies such as armed drones.
The US national security adviser, Jake Sullivan, laid out the US case
against Russia’s invasion in an “intense” seven-hour meeting in
Rome in mid-March, with his Chinese counterpart, Yang Jiechi,
pointing out that Moscow had feigned interest in diplomacy while
preparing for invasion, and also that the Russian military was
clearly showing signs of frailty.
The US delegation in Rome had not expected the Chinese
diplomats to negotiate, seeing them as message deliverers to
Beijing. “It was an intense seven-hour session, reflecting the gravity
of the moment, as well as our commitment to maintaining open
lines of communication,” a senior administration official said. “This meeting was not about negotiating specific issues
or outcomes, but about a candid, direct exchange of views.”
Asked if it had been successful, the official replied: “I suppose it depends on how you define success, but we believe
that it is important to keep open lines of communication between the United States and China, especially on areas
where we disagree.” However, the Americans walked away from the Rome meeting pessimistic that the Chinese
government would change its minds about backing Moscow.
“The key here is first to get China to recalculate and re-evaluate their position. We see no sign of that re-evaluation,”
said another US official familiar with the discussions. “They’ve already decided that they’re going to provide economic
and financial support, and they underscored that today. The question really is whether they will go further.”
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Top of the Russian military shopping list in China are armed drones and various forms of ammunition, but any military
transfers would not be straightforward. “Both sides understand that they don’t share common systems, and so that
makes it problematic,” the official said. CNN reported that the Russian military is also asking for ration packs,
underlining its severe logistical problems in a more prolonged and tougher conflict than it anticipated.
Russia needs economic and financial aid most urgently, in the face of devastating sanctions imposed by the US and its
allies since the 24 February invasion. The country is danger of default on its debt payments, with two interest
payments due on Wednesday, though it will have a 30-day grace period.
Moscow is unable to access nearly all of its $640bn in gold and foreign exchange reserves, but still holds part of those
reserves in yuan, so Beijing will be able to step in to provide immediate assistance.
There is pessimism in Washington about the possibility of steering China away from throwing in its lot with Russia,
largely because it sees the partnership as being driven from the top. “It really is a project of Xi Jinping. He is totally,
fundamentally behind this closer partnership with Russia,” the US official said. There is more scepticism lower down
the ranks, but Xi and Putin have bonded over their shared view of the US as being heavy- and high-handed, and
determined to end the period of US global dominance.
If China does back Russia in its showdown with the west, the Biden administration will shift its focus to persuading
allies, in Europe particularly, to rethink their relationships with Beijing.
“The United States believes that the key here is a careful process of dialogue and discussion with Europe about what
China is revealing about its global policies and priorities,” the US official said. “Our goal basically is to carefully engage
China, letting the Europeans know [what we are doing] all along, but if it becomes clear that [China] is moving in
another direction, so be it.”

Departed friends
Linda Burke was an early and very active member of the LMHG
Executive, holding the membership secretary and newsletter
editor roles for over ten years. She was also a prime mover in a
number of major events as shown in the graphic on the left.
Full of ideas and enthusiasm, the early social settings for the
Group were defined by her attention to detail.
As an after school tutor she developed the academic abilities of
many children when approaching their 11+ and GCSE’s,
operating from a basement property on Castle Hill. Her office
also produced early newsletters for LMHG, copies of which are
archived by Rory Legge on our behalf. Linda was equally active
in the Lancaster U3A movement where she particularly enjoyed
table tennis as a foil for her academic activities.
After retiring from tutoring Linda departed to Australia to join her family for her later years and became our
correspondent in Oz, forwarding interesting snippets of her own family military connections and antipodean news.
We were sorry to hear of her illness late last year which sadly proved terminal and send our condolences to her family.
We shall certainly miss her very individual contribution.
Richard Storey
On the 26th January a small group of LMHG members met at St Thomas’s Church Garstang to say farewell to Richard, a
founder member of the Group, who fell to covid in the RLI on Saturday 8th January.
Richard was born in March 1945 just as the war was drawing to a close and was brought up in Hambleton where his
parents owned a garage business. He attended the village school before moving to The Friends’ School in Lancaster as
a weekly boarder.
After school he served his apprenticeship as a motor mechanic in Blackpool before joining the family business, helping
to grow it and finally taking over when his father retired. Throughout his twenties Richard prepared and raced sports
cars in club competitions, notably on one occasion overturning his MG while racing but reappearing with it fully
restored at the next meeting. After the business was sold Richard maintained his interest in cars, particularly Land
Rovers and with John Hacking, bought, restored and sold vehicles whilst also having great fun searching the North
West for the perfect classic car for John. He was for a time a director with the TVR motor company in Blackpool.
Richard’s other great interest was the army and military and economic history. He held a commission in the Territorial
Army and assisted the Combined Cadet Force at Lancaster Royal Grammar School, his father’s old school. During his
time with the Territorial Army Richard helped with the search and rescue operation following the Lockerby disaster in
December 1988 and also organised exchange visits with members of the Canadian armed forces.
Richard always enjoyed his LMHG talks and frequently arrived with his long time friend John Hacking, who also sadly
passed away last year. Both of these very close friends will be sadly missed by many of us in the Group and locally in
Garstang.
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Duke of Lancaster’s Regiment
LMHG are grateful to Col Chris Owen for the following commentary on our local regiment and the
impact of the recent defence re-structuring currently under way. Any further impact’s of the current
hostilities in Europe and any budgetary improvements, that a rumoured lift in the proportion of GDP
spent on defence in UK, are not speculated on in this piece.
The publication of the Government's Integrated Review earlier this year was a significant event for
Defence and heralded major change. Work has continued at a pace throughout the summer to add
flesh to the initial proposals and at the end of November much more detail was published.
Change for the Army will be delivered through The Future Soldier Programme and the end result being a force that is
fit to operate in the Information Age. It will more expeditionary, more capable, more competitive, and better
balanced to face future challenge although the size of the Regular Army will reduce to 73,000. The Duke of Lancaster’s
will have an important role in delivering this change.
Significantly, the 2nd Battalion has been re-designated the 3rd Battalion the Ranger Regiment. This milestone was
marked by a parade on 1 December 2021 at Pirbright, where the Colonel of the Regiment presented the ‘new’
battalion with their new cap-badge and beret. Other associated uniform changes included a new TRF and stable belt.
While the few private soldiers in the battalion will not be called Kingsman, the Regiment will still retain very close links
with 3 RANGER and it will remain the parent regiment for those from the Duke of Lancaster’s. This should not be seen
as the loss of the 2nd Battalion. It has a changed role, a change in name, but the battalion and those people within it
serve on. Importantly, the ethos, professionalism and spirit of the Regiment and the 2nd Battalion remains intact.
The 1st Battalion, will remain a light infantry battalion, although with a regular component a little smaller than now. It
will move to Cyprus in summer 2022, before returning to Weeton in 2024 as part of 4 Brigade. It should remain there
for the foreseeable future, which is good news for the
battalion and it will help to sustain our presence,
community links and influence across our heartland of the
North West.
The 4th Battalion will continue to provide the bulk of the
infantry in the North West, but as part of 19 Brigade. It
should retain its footprint, although it will be slightly
smaller, along with other reserve battalions. It will provide
reinforcements to the regular component, but also the have
a more prominent role in any crisis response at home and
help maintain the Home Base and excellent community
links. The 4th Battalion were last seen on parade, at right, in
Kendal on a foul weather day in March 2019.
Overall, the impact of the Integrated Review for the Regiment has been positive and we can look forward to the future
with confidence. RHQ along with all those other units that make up the Army’s Institutional Foundation are not
immune from change. A review of the Institutional Foundation is presently in progress
and we can anticipate some reductions and restructuring. However, the work we have
already delivered to create a centralised and functionally organised RHQ should hold us
in good stead and minimise the impact on us.
One key fact that has emerged from the basing elements of the Integrated Review is that
Fulwood Barracks has been given a life extension of 2 years and its planned disposal date
is now from 2030. Understandably, the implications for where RHQ will go in future are a
level of detail yet to be addressed.
The Colonel of the Regiment, Brig Frazer Lawrence, has decided to retire from the Army
in January 2022, although his intention to serve out the remaining 2 years of his term as
Colonel. The Regimental Secretary, Col Chris Owen will have completed 10 years in post
Brigadier Frazer Lawrence
in June 2022 and has also announced his intention to retire at the end of that month.

New CGS -

General Sir Patrick Sanders has been appointed the new head of the
British Army. Defence Secretary Ben Wallace, who described him as “an exceptional
military leader”, confirmed that the Queen has approved his new appointment as the Chief
of the General Staff. Sir Patrick, 55, who has seen active service in ’The Troubles’ in
Northern Ireland, Kosovo, Basra and Afghanistan, said he is “deeply honoured” by the
appointment, which will see him take over from General Sir Mark Carleton-Smith from
June 2022.
Sanders is a Rifles (formerly Royal Green Jackets) officer by trade. I am told from "a senior
Army source" that he is OK and bright; promises better than Carleton-Smith, Carter,
Richards, Dannatt (Ed. Comments of the contributor are entirely personal.!!!).
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HMS Lancaster – Update
Captain’s New and Moved Up
HMS Lancaster, currently operating in the North-East Atlantic is a
Type 23 class Frigate, all of which are named after Dukes, in this case,
the Duke of Lancaster – who is also better known as Her Majesty the
Queen. The British Monarch is the ship's very special sponsor and Her
Majesty takes a keen interest in Lancaster's activities around the
globe.
HMS Lancaster recently had a major refit and some of her new
equipment includes a new Artisan 3D radar and vastly-improved airdefence capabilities provided by Sea Ceptor, replacing Sea Wolf
HMS Lancaster somewhere in the north east Atlantic
missiles which only possess about half the Sea Ceptor’s range.
The hull was cleaned and coated with anti-fouling paint to prevent marine life attaching itself, the main 4.5in gun
serviced, engines and machinery overhauled, new systems installed, and the bridge, messes and other communal
areas revamped. Attempts are being made to achieve an LMHG visit to the ship in Liverpool but operational
requirements have so far precluded the opportunity.
Commander Tom Johnson Royal Navy (RN), the new Commanding Officer HMS
LANCASTER was born and educated in Falmouth, Cornwall. Tom joined the RN as a
University Cadet Entrant in 2003, specialising as a Weapon Engineer. Following Fleet
Training onboard HMS GLASGOW, he went on to read Electronic Engineering at
Southampton University, graduating in 2007. He then conducted Specialist Fleet Training
onboard HMS CORNWALL, before gaining his Engineering Charge Qualification as HMS
MANCHESTER’s Deputy Weapon Engineer Officer. Throughout this period as Weapon
Engineer Tom also gained the necessary experience to qualify as a Bridge Watch-keeper.
His first watch-keeping appointment was in HMS WESTMINSTER, promptly followed by 3
years as Principal Warfare and Operations Officer of HMS LANCASTER; a period which
included deployments to both the North and South Atlantic. Upon leaving LANCASTER he took up his first staff
appointment as Principal Maritime Advisor to a busy joint operational headquarters in London. Following a
demanding, yet hugely rewarding, 3 years ashore he returned to sea as Executive Officer of HMS ARGYLL; deploying to
both the Far East and Arabian Gulf. This was followed by a fascinating year working in the MOD’s Strategic
Programmes Directorate as the Maritime Complex Weapons Programme Director. He assumed command of HMS
LANCASTER on 7 Dec 21.
Also it’s interesting to note that the new First Sea Lord, Admiral Sir Ben Key, is a former
captain of HMS Lancaster. The Admiral joined the Royal Navy in 1984 as a University Cadet,
subsequently graduating in Physics from Royal Holloway, University of London. He qualified
as both helicopter aircrew and as a Principal Warfare Officer and has seen service around
the world in a variety of frigates and destroyers. In addition to HMS Lancaster he has also
commanded the mine hunter HMS SANDOWN, the frigate HMS IRON DUKE and the aircraft
carrier HMS ILLUSTRIOUS. He also enjoys supporting service sports as President of RN Rugby
Union, UK Armed Forces Rugby and UK Armed Forces Golf. The First Sea Lord is the
professional head of the Royal Navy and a member of the Defence Council. He is responsible
to Secretary of State for the fighting effectiveness, efficiency and morale of the Naval
Service.
As a member of the Defence Council, the First Sea Lord supports the Secretary of State in the management and
direction of the Armed Forces through prerogative and statutory powers. As a member of the Chiefs of Staff
Committee, he advises CDS on maritime strategy and policy. He has a collective responsibility for providing strategic
direction, managing performance and ensuring that defence delivers the required outputs.

Adrian Legge
Patrol ship HMS Trent, which exercised in the Black Sea with the Ukrainian Navy in June last year, will be joined in the
eastern Mediterranean by a Type 45 destroyer, probably HMS Diamond, as Britain seeks to ramp up its military
presence around Europe.
The UK and its allies are also responding to Russia’s recent invasion of Ukraine, by enhancing Ukraine’s defence
capability and providing humanitarian assistance. Since 2015, Operation ORBITAL has seen more than 20,000
members of the Ukrainian armed forces being trained by British troops, making the UK one of the leading European
supporter of Ukraine’s sovereignty. RAF Typhoon fighter jets have conducted air policing missions, with an additional
four aircraft now based at RAF Akrotiri in Cyprus. Over 1,000 more British troops are ready to deploy, along with
Challenger 2 tanks, armoured vehicles and 800 additional troops to Estonia imminently.
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King's African Rifles - A New Reference Book
Prior to World War 1, The King's Own had a strong affiliation with the King's African Rifles, and some King's Own chaps
are listed as award recipients in the book described on the next page.
The King's African Rifles (KAR) was a multi-battalion British colonial regiment raised from the various British
possessions in East Africa from 1902 until independence in the 1960s. It performed both military and internal security
functions within the East African colonies as well as external
service as recorded hereafter. Rank and file
were Africans called askaris, while most officers were
seconded from British Army regiments such as the Kings
Own. When raised there were some Sudanese officers in
the Uganda-raised battalions and towards the end of British
colonial rule African officers were commissioned in the
various battalions.
The King's African Rifles took part in the campaigns
against Sayyid Mohammed Abdullah Hassan in Somalia
during the early 1900s. Hassan was known to the British as
the "Mad Mullah", though he was neither mad nor a
3rd Bn KAR in 1902
mullah. The KAR were part of the British air and ground
force that defeated Hassan in 1920.
The KAR began the First World War with 21 small companies in three battalions (each with up to eight companies
following the British pre-1913 half-company establishment): the 1st Nyasaland (half of the battalion was located in
northeast Nyasaland), 3rd East Africa (with one company on Zanzibar) and the 4th Uganda, both of the latter included
a 4th platoon of Sudanese with the 4th platoons of 4th battalion being led by Sudanese officers. Additionally the
companies were scattered all over British East Africa.
Full strength of the KAR in 1914 was 70 British officers, three British NCOs, and 2,325 Africans. There were no organic
heavy weapons (each company had only one machine gun), including artillery or organised reserves and the
companies were in reality large platoons of 70 to 80 men.
Between 1915 and 1918 KAR expanded from three to 22 battalions as the war in British East Africa progressed. Five
principle groups were established during the war:
 Western Force: 1st KAR Regiment with 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Battalions; plus 1st and 2nd Battalions 4th KAR Regt
 Eastern Force: 2nd KAR Regiment with 1st, 2nd and 3rd Battalions; plus 3rd and 4th Battalions 4th KAR Regt
 German East Africa Garrison: 3rd Battalion of the 3rd KAR, 5th battalion of the 4th KAR, 2nd battalion of the 6th
KAR, 1st Battalion of the 7th KAR.
 British East Africa Garrison: 1st Battalion of the 5th KAR, 1st Battalion of the 6th KAR
 KAR Training Force: 4th Battalion 1st KAR, 4th Battalion 2nd KAR, 4th Battalion 3rd KAR, 6th Battalion 4th KAR
The regiment fought in the East African Campaign against the German commander Paul Erich von Lettow-Vorbeck and
his forces in German East Africa. Transport and support into the interior was provided by 400,000 porters of
the Carrier Corps. KAR casualties in the First World War were 5,117 killed and wounded with another 3,039 dying from
diseases.
During the interwar period, the KAR was slowly demobilised to a peace time establishment of 6 battalions.
After the outbreak of war, these units provided the trained nucleus for the rapid expansion of the KAR. By March
1940, the strength of the KAR had reached 883 officers, 1,374 non-commissioned officers, and 20,026 African other
ranks.
The KAR fought in several WW2 campaigns against the Italians in
Italian East Africa during the East African Campaign, against the
Vichy French in Madagascar during the Battle of Madagascar, and
against the Japanese in Burma during the Burma Campaign.
In 1941, during the East African Campaign, Sergeant Nigel Gray
Leakey of the 1/6th Battalion was awarded the regiment's first and
only Victoria Cross (VC).
By the end of the war the regiment had raised forty-three battalions,
nine independent garrison companies, an armoured car regiment, an
artillery unit, as well as engineer, signal and transport sections.
After the Second World War The regiment played a major role in operations against the insurgents during the Mau
Mau Uprising in Kenya. In 1952, the 7th (Kenya) Battalion was renumbered as the 11th (Kenya) Battalion. in 1956 the
2nd/3rd Battalion, a reserve unit, was raised during the military phase of the emergency in Kenya.
The 1st, 2nd and 3rd battalions saw service in the Malayan Emergency, where they were heavily involved in fighting
Communist rebels, suffering 23 dead. In 1957 the regiment was retitled the East African Land Forces.
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With the granting of independence to the Colonies, the regiment began to break up and assume new identities:
 1st Battalion—1st Battalion, Malawi Rifles
 2nd Battalion—2nd Battalion, Northern Rhodesia Regiment (subsequently Zambia Regiment)
 3rd Battalion—3rd Battalion, Kenya Rifles[4]
 4th Battalion—1st Battalion, Uganda Rifles (later formed basis of the military of Uganda)
 5th Battalion—5th Battalion, Kenya Rifles[4]
 6th Battalion—1st Battalion, Tanganyika Rifles
 11th Battalion—11th Battalion, Kenya Rifles
 26th Battalion—2nd Battalion, Tanganyika Rifles
The extent to which KAR traditions influence the modern national armies of the former East African colonies varies
from country to country. In Tanzania, a mutiny in 1964 led to a conscious decision to move away from the British
military model. In Kenya, on the other hand, the title of Kenya Rifles survives and the various campaigns in which the
KAR distinguished itself in both World Wars are still commemorated. More locally, the Duke of Lancaster’s Regiment is
often tasked with training roles in support of the Kenyan Army.
KING’S AFRICAN RIFLES AND EAST AFRICAN FORCES IN BOTH WORLD WARS This impressive reference book, in two
volumes by Harry Fecitt, records the honours and awards
earned by all ranks in the King’s African Rifles and East African
Forces in the two world wars. These volumes encompass all
colonial regiments plus supporting arms and services and
nurses from East and Central Africa, including Zimbabwe. Each
volume is contained within a rifle green hard cover with gold
lettering and the content is handsomely supported by
coloured maps and medal images plus historic photographs.
The foreword to Volume I, covering the First World War, is by
Edward Paice, the author of Tip and Run, the seminal account
of the East African campaign. The foreword to Voume II,
covering the Second World War, is by General Sir Richard
Shirreff who was born in Kenya and whose father served with
5 KAR throughout the Second World War, winning the Military Cross in Madagascar. Each volume includes a narrative
with the chronology of actions: in Volume I in the East African campaign; in Volume II in the campaigns in the Horn of
Africa, Madagascar and Burma. The bulk of both volumes comprise 660 pages of appendices listing over 4,000 awards,
including citations where these are available. The names of all recipients are listed in an index. An appendix in Volume
I covers rewards to porters in the Carrier Corps who fulfilled a vital task in the First World War. Other appendices cover
organisational details and places of remembrance for the men and women who sacrificed their lives.
Harry Fecitt, the author and frequent contributor to our newsletters, has offered to provide details of book entries for
any Member of our Group who is interested in an individual listed. These are considerable volumes and exceptionally
well produced and are now available for sale from Aspire Defence Services, in Warminster, for £25 per volume.
Purchasers should complete the attached form and pay the costs, including postage charges, by transfer or cheque to
the KAR and EAF Association Account.
To APPLY FOR A COPY OF THE BOOK(S): Email order to: david.williams6669@hotmail.co.uk providing:
Your: Title/Name: ...................................................................
Address:.................................................................................................................................... POST CODE: .....................
TEL: ....................................... E-MAIL: ........................................................................................
ORDER: Volume I (£25) ………. Volume II (£25) ………….plus POSTAL CHARGES £6.57 (single vol) or £6.85 (both volumes)
Total £……………........... Signature …………………………………………………………………… Date……………….……...
Payment as follows:
BY TRANSFER TO: KAR and EAF Association Bank A/c No 00462707 with Lloyds Bank. Sort code: 30-11-75.
BY CHEQUE made out to KAR and EAF Association and posted to: John G Wright, Hon Treasurer, 5 Leadenflower Court,
Crieff, Scotland PH7 3JH
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Der Möhnekatastrophe
A Tribute to 617 Dambusters Squadron – Part 2
On the 10th May 1943, 5 Group produced a draft operation order for Chastise for Gibson to comment on. Gibson
made two changes, firstly, the draft operation order said that they should go in at 3,000 feet but he made it clear it
was to be low level all the way; he was right on this since the enemy radar would have picked them up. The second
concerned a proposed Mosquito raid on Soest, one hour before Lancasters went in. Such a raid was more likely to
wake up German defences than to provide last minute intelligence. The Mosquito raid was abandoned.
On the 11th May the first Upkeeps were delivered to Scampton, newly filled with Torpex and still warm to the touch.
Only three crews had practised with dummy Upkeeps before the attack. Not an ideal preparation. However, Guy
Gibson watched a Lancaster piloted by Squadron Leader
Lonngbottom drop a live Upkeep in the seas off Broadstairs at a
height of 75 feet ; spinning at 500 revs, it bounced seven times
and travelled almost eight hundred yards before sinking and
exploding. Guy was convinced by this and he was later to tell his
crews that they had a revolutionary new weapon. He imbued
them with his zeal. All the Squadron were convinced that they
could breach the dams. The time had now come and at 9am on
th
the 15 May the Air Ministry sent a ‘most immediate, most secret’ order. ‘Op Chastise. Immediate attack of targets X,
Y and Z (the Möhne, the Eder and the Sorpe) approved. Execute at first suitable opportunity’.
On the same day Guy Gibson was told that Chastise would take place the following night and he was authorised to
inform his flight commanders. The Upkeeps had to be got ready, a laborious procedure and only a bomb at a time
could be processed. That was not the only worry to affect Guy Gibson because he was told that his beloved Labrador
cross, the inappropriately named Nigger, was run over outside the camp. Guy was very fond of him and had more
feeling for the animal than he had with most humans. Nigger would go on most trips in the air even though this was
not allowed. Barnes Wallis was worried that this was a bad omen!
Sunday morning was bright and Gibson rose at 0530 after a night’s disturbed sleep, worried about his beloved friend,
Nigger, amongst other things. He went to see the MO again with his foot pain but warned him that he had to fly that
day. Then he had a meeting of pilots and navigators and he told them the dams were the targets– which was news to
them. They crowded round the models of the Möhne and the Sorpe. The third target, the Eder, the model was not
ready, which was a shame as the towering topographical problems of the Eder caused great problems for the crews.
For the attacks the squadron was divided into three waves. The First Wave comprising three elements of three
aircraft led by Guy Gibson himself. The Second Wave Consisting of five aircraft was designated for the Sorpe. The
remaining aircraft would form the Mobile Reserve, which was under the wirelessed orders of 5 Group to attack the
dams which were un-breached. All Lancasters were told to fly in an anti- clockwise pattern over the targets.
At 1800hrs all 133 men who were to fly that night assembled for a final briefing, including a talk by Barnes Wallis who
described the importance of the dams to Germany. He explained the evolution and the workings of his extraordinary
weapon. He kept his audience spell bound. Guy Gibson again took to his feet and gave details of the successive waves
and the need to sticking to the routes given to them to avoid enemy anti-aircraft batteries. By 1930 all the fliers were
in their messes having a last meal.
At 2030hrs Gibson gave the word to go and first crews got into their Lancasters and half an hour later a red flare was
fired by his wireless operator which was the signal for the First and Second Waved to start their engines. ‘ Chocks
away’ and the first Lancasters trundled down the grass and the heavy aircraft with its extra weight of the Chastise
bomb just managed to make it to the end of the runway and take off. The Sorp Wave were all away. The First Wave
took off at 2139hrs and Gibson, Martin and Hopgood took off, a spectacular sight seeing three Lancasters taking off
together. The Reserve Wave took off at just after midnight.
The problem of getting to the target areas was enormous. The crossing of the North Sea was relatively easy and all
Lancasters made it. Then it was the turn of the Gee electronic navigation equipment to become erratic because of the
curvature of the earth caused by the low flying Lancasters. This meant that navigators had to be especially vigilant to
avoid the cross winds and consequent loss of position.
Munro, who was the leader of the Second Wave, lost the first Lancaster when he glimpsed a sudden eruption of flame,
certainly an aircraft exploding. Another plane drifted over Texel, a heavily fortified area and the pilot, Vernon Byers, a
Canadian with only five operations under his belt, plunged into the Waddenzee. Munro was not too lucky himself as
his Lancaster was hit by shellfire which tore a large hole in the fuselage and the master compass was shattered an also
the communications were irreparable. He made the correct but unfortunate decision to return to Scampton. A third
member of Munro’s group, Geoff Rice, had an alarming experience when he went too low and the bomb was torn
from the callipers by the sea. The falling bomb also damaged the tail wheel. They also turned for home. The pilot had
only completed nine operations. Norman Barlow, an Australian, was plainly unlucky when he hit a 100,000-volt power
cable. The aircraft plunged into the ground and the crew died instantly. That left only one aircraft flying to the Sorpe.
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After several hair raising experiences the Lancasters
of Gibson, Martin and Hopgood arrived almost
simultaneously at the destination. Of the three
target dams, the Möhne offered the most open
approach from the south-east. Once they had arrived
Gibson, using the newly installed VHF radios, he told
Martin and Hopgood to go to the southern end of the
lake while he worked out the best approach. Two
other Lancasters joined the party, that of Young and
Maltby; and later by Shannon, who had been hit by
ack-ack fire in the fuselage. Gibson completed his recce and said, ‘Well, boys, I suppose we’d better start the ball
rolling’.
Then Gibson dived down to the lake for the first operational trial of Barnes Wallis’s Upkeep. The brilliant moonlight
night showed up almost everything as Gibson tuned for his run in to the target. Forty five seconds along the lake with
the navigator calling for the plane to go down and then he turned on the spotlights, which as the beams converged
into a figure of eight, steady was the cry. Gibson now had to keep the plane at a constant 230 mph and the bomb
aimer peered through the Dann sight and at the critical moment came the yell, ‘Mines gone’, the aircraft surged
forward and upwards having lost its Upkeep. They then fired a red Very light to say that the bomb had gone.
Gibson climbed away and waited to see the results of his endeavours. The bomb had bounced three times and then it
disappeared below the surface as a huge explosion sent a column of water shooting into the night sky above the
Möhne. The bomb had been dropped a shade too early and had not reached the wall of the dam. After Gibson’s
exertions, not least to overcome exhaustion and physical pain, his efforts had failed. It now became his mission to rally
and support the other attacking aircraft.
The next pilot was Hopgood, whose Lancaster may have been hit by antiaircraft fire before this, but later was hit by
the fire from the batteries on the lake. From this moment his plane was doomed. As the canon caused fire to break
out in Hopgood’s aircraft he told his bomb aimer to let the bomb go. The Upkeep bounced over the dam wall and
hurtled two hundred feet down to hit the power station. A red Very pistol went up to signify the bomb had gone. At
the same moment Hopgood ordered the evacuation of the flaming aircraft. Only three crew bailed out, and one these
died.
It was now the turn of Micky Martin, an Australian who was a very good pilot and his bomb aimer, who was bombing
leader for the whole squadron. So if they could not get it right there was not much hope for the others. The bomb
aimer was a millisecond from pressing his button when the plane was hit by shells in the starboard wing which seemed
to jolt the Upkeep as it set off. It was critically fifty yards off the central aiming point and the bomb went off causing
the usual spout of water but it did not hit the dam. The three outstanding pilots in the squadron had tried and failed.
The three separate ‘GONER’signals, codeword for failing to hit the target, caused dismay at Grantham, 5 Group HQ.
Melvin Young was next, with Gibson on one wing and Martin on the other to distract the enemy gunners. The three
airplanes also added their contributions to the mayhem. ‘Down.... down....down’ said the navigator and the bombaimer peered through Dann sight and the bomb was gone skipping over the water three times, struck the dam wall
and vanished. Three seconds later the hydrostatic pistols set it off. Six thousand, six hundred pounds of Torpex
exploded, inflicting a pulverising shock on the dam wall. As the water subsided the wall appeared unbroken.
It was now the turn of David Maltby, who was assisted by
the silence of the enemy guns which had seized up after
thirty minutes of continuous firing, and who had a good
run at the dam. The Upkeep was released, bounced and
strike the dam wall and exploded. This time the water
was accompanied by mud and fragments of masonry of
the dam wall. The spout rose with tremendous speed and
fell back to reveal a colossal breach in the dam wall. The
water was gushing out and heading for the heart of
Germany’s industrial complex.
The sense of failure which had struck the pilots was
replaced with elation, wonder and triumph. They were
able at last to send the codeword for success ‘NIGGER’ to
Grantham, the receiving staff officer demanded repetition
and confirmation. The subsequent debate as to which
bomb, Young’s or Maltby’s, had caused the dam to be
breached. Probably Young was the victor in this.

Col Peter Dew
Editor – Peter’s detailed work on this subject will continue in two further parts
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Monty and his Men: Leadership and Logistics in the Desert War 1941-43
LMHG members thoroughly enjoyed an evening talk by Professer Martin Alexander at the Lansil Club on
Wednesday 23 March. This was the first member attendance event for almost two years and in a change of venue.
Hopefully having begun to meet again future events will go on to be well supported. For those not there – read on.
Bernard Law Montgomery, 1887-1976, remains the
most celebrated yet controversial British general of
the 20th Century. His reputation has recently been
damaged by the exposure of the ponderous, illequipped and sometimes ineptly-led British army
performances in NW Europe in 1944-45. This talk reexamined Monty's earlier achievements -- the
methods and strategy that gave him "star quality" by
assuring, as Churchill put it, the "end of the
beginning" of World War II and by "kicking Rommel
right out of Africa".
Opening with background to “Who was Monty?”,
the talk covered its subject’s combat experience as a
Royal Warwicks officer, wounded and decorated in 1914-18, and then in command of the British Expeditionary Force
3rd Division in France and Belgium in 1939-40. Next was exposed Churchill’s penchant for directing operations in 1941
and early 1942 with a “long handled screwdriver” from London, producing under-cooked offensives when Wavell and
Auckinleck held the N. Africa command.

Martin then emphasized Monty’s careful and ultra-professional approach to methodical battles as a sure-footed path
to victory. Explained, too, were the crucial vulnerabilities of Axis supply and intelligence (“ULTRA” in the
Mediterranean cracking Axis signals traffic) that handicapped Monty’s famous adversary, General Erwin Rommel with
his Afrika Korps and Italian allies.
War being a reciprocal affair, these problems for his enemies served as “force multipliers” for Monty’s own skills.
Those included his training and trust in his subordinates – illustrated by his innovative mission briefing of all 8th Army
officers down to battalion COs, just before Second Alamein in October 1942. Even so, the Desert victory was earned as
much by Monty’s men as by superior supply, air power and intelligence. ‘It could not have been done’, reflected
Monty, ‘unless every man had pulled his full weight all the time.’
Martin Alexander is Emeritus-Professor of International Relation and Strategy at Aberystwyth University and was a
Visiting Professor at the U.S. Naval War College. He has published widely on 20th C. warfare, intelligence and
defence planning and previously spoke to LMHG on the Battle of France in 1940.
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Lancaster Military Heritage Group Executive Meeting
Wednesday 2nd March 2022
held in Lansil Club, Caton Road and by ZOOM at 19.30 hours
1.
Welcome from David Hodgson interim Chairman
Apologies: from David Dawson, Peter Dew, John Gedge, Mike Lamb, Adrian Legge, Alan Sandham.
Present: David Dawson, Roger Dennison, Mike Irvine, Brian Jefferson, Pauline Elliott (by zoom).
2. Minutes of Executive Committee Meeting Tuesday 11th January, 2022 approved.
3. No matters arising.
4. New premises suitability
Suitability of new premises accepted.
Committee members to pay £10 to Lansil to join (or anyone not joining can be signed in).
5. Membership and recruiting
No significant change to membership, but have lost Richard Storey and Sir Michael Oswald and further six in
doubt due to lack of recent interest. Need to recruit more.
6. Publicity
Using of Facebook to encourange website interest. University: do students have info eg. at Freshers week and
especially mature students studying History.
Armed Forces Day coffee morning posters in some supermarkets (not Sainsburys).
7. Website
Mike Lamb now able to post info and make changes.
8. Newsletter
Closing date for contributions for 84 - end March for publishing early April.
9. Future Events
Sun 5th June: Morecambe Prom – Council holding tea party for Jubilee event (10am - 5pm)
Sun 26th June: Armed Forces Day – Athena booked for after parade with drinks and food at
Mon 18th July: Cartmel Races (Army Benevolent Fund) LMHG to ask for voluteers
No more talks arranged other than Martin Edmonds Memorial talk
Discussion re. Links with Museum

Platform

10. External Links – no real info
City Council: Roger D
Navy: Adrian L
University: Martin A
RAF: David H
Royal British Legion
11. Treasurers Report
£3230.71 balance.
Discussion re membership fee increments and direct debit payments (difficult admin).
Electronic copy of Newsletter possibility (80% of membership have e-mails)
Could charge for hard copy of Newletter (suggest at AGM)
12. Any other business
None
13. Next meeting
Exec extra meeting via Zoom call to to discuss AGM ? 24th March 7.30
AGM 11th May at Lansil 7pm (?catering – own, Lansil?)
Exec meeting: Wed 6th July
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The Falklands War at 40: Voices of the Conflict
Forty years on from the war between Great Britain and Argentina over the Falklands islands, Lancaster University will
bring together researchers and veterans to discuss participant perspectives on the conflict on Thursday 26 May.
In April 1982, the Falkland Islands, a British overseas territory in the South Atlantic, were invaded by Argentine troops.
In response, Britain mobilised a task force. Over the next ten weeks the two countries waged war across land, air and
sea for possession of the islands. Britain emerged victorious in June 1982, although the dispute over the territories
remains unresolved and a source of tension in UK-Argentina relations to this day.
This event will bring together researchers and curators, with Falklands veteran and Lancaster alumnus Major General
Chip Chapman, to discuss working with voices of the conflict forty years on.
Professor Gaynor Johnson will chair the event. She is Professor of International History at the University of Kent,
Honorary Researcher at the Centre for War and Diplomacy, and Conference Officer of the British Int. History Group.
Mr John Beales, is a doctoral student at Keele University and Imperial War Museums, funded by the Arts and
Humanities Research Council. His research explores veterans’ accounts of the Falklands War, with a focus on health
and medicine.
Major General Chip Chapman was a platoon commander in 2nd Battalion, The Parachute Regiment (2 PARA) in the
Falklands campaign. He went on to command 2 PARA and was Senior British Military Advisor to US Central Command.
He studied History at Lancaster 1977-1980.
Dr Peter Johnston, is Head of Collections and Research at the Royal Air Force Museum, responsible for developing the
museum’s research and collection strategies, and exhibitions. His own research has also focused on the Falklands
campaign.
Professor Helen Parr of Keele University is author of Our Boys: The Story of a Paratrooper (Penguin, 2019), a history of
the Parachute Regiment in the Falklands. It won the Longman-History Today Book Prize, the Duke of Wellington Medal
for Military History, and the Templer Medal Book Prize.
Professor Tony Pollard of Glasgow University is a leading archaeologist who has worked on sites of conflict from
across history, and is heading a new investigation into the landscape of the Falklands War. He has also worked with
veterans revisiting sites of the Falklands conflict.
The round table will be followed by a drinks reception in the Management School Foyer.
This event is free and is open to all. Please book your place, by going to the Centre for War and Diplomacy’s
website, www.lancaster.ac.uk/cwd , and clicking on ‘Events’.
Information on travelling to Lancaster University and a campus map can be found on the University website, at
www.lancaster.ac.uk/about-us/maps-and-travel .
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